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At wharf we’re passionate about designing,
manufacturing and installing the finest 
bespoke seamless worktops in the UK. 
From initial design through to ordering and 
installation, we’re also dedicated to keeping
things brilliantly simple at every turn. 

It’s why we’re proud of the wharf seamless
twenty range of 20mm kitchen and 
bathroom surfaces. A beautiful combination
of seamless design and great workmanship,
wharf seamless twenty effortlessly adds a 
contemporary feel to your home. 

Want to know more?
Visit wharftwenty.co.uk for full details.

Seamless design, 
flawless execution.

At home in your
kitchen and bathroom.

Life’s complicated
enough, which is 
why we’ve created 
the wharf seamless
twenty range of
kitchen and 
bathroom surfaces.
Unapologetically straightforward, 

this stylish selection of 20mm 

thickness solid surfaces is available 

in 14 distinctive décors.

Featuring wharf’s signature seamless

joint design and traditional craft 

skills, every surface is easy to clean, 

100% waterproof and impressively 

hygienic. And ordering and 

installation is easy too, thanks to a 

nationwide network of approved

kitchen and bathroom showrooms.
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wharf 
seamless twenty
kitchen surfaces

Seamless Joints

Upstands & Splashbacks

Wider Island Units

Sinks & Drainers

Curved Edges

Charging Technology
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Bringing 
everything together.

1. Worksurfaces 
Wharf seamless twenty work surfaces
are able to accommodate sinks, hobs 
and drainer grooves on top, while
enabling cooking, washing and 
refrigeration appliances to be 
fitted seamlessly below.

2. Island units and breakfast bars
Add greater flexibility to your kitchen by
increasing surface space with a stylish
island unit and breakfast bar. Ideal for
food prep, eating with friends and 
last-minute homework assignments.

3. Upstands
Perfectly colour-matched to other

wharf seamless twenty surfaces, 

upstands provide a highly 

cost-effective and hygienic double

barrier against water and impact.

4. Splashbacks
An increasingly popular alternative 
to tiles, splashbacks are easy to wipe
clean and provide added protection
around your sink and hob. As ever, 
it goes without saying that they 
perfectly colour match every wharf
seamless twenty surface.

5. Hobs
Wharf seamless twenty is equally 
capable of incorporating a hob into 
its surface.

6. Sinks and drainer grooves
The wharf seamless twenty range of
white pure acrylic sinks fit seamlessly
into your wharf seamless twenty
surfaces. You can also choose to install
stainless steel sinks and ceramic belfast
sinks. For added functionality, 100%
water proof drainer grooves can be 
incorporated into all wharf seamless
twenty surfaces. 

Visit wharftwenty.co.uk/kitchen
to find your nearest wharf seamless
twenty kitchen designer.

We understand the
kitchen is the heart of
your home. With this in
mind, we’ve designed
a number of clever and
stylish features that
can be incorporated
into your wharf 
seamless twenty
kitchen surfaces to 
enhance the 
functionality of this
most-loved space.
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100% waterproof, 
100% of the time.

Accidents happen.
Drinks get spilled, 
dishwashers 
misbehave, bath 
time fun gets a 
little out of hand. 
It’s why every wharf seamless twenty 

surface is solid through and through

to ensure your kitchen or bathroom 

is completely waterproof and easy 

to keep dry.

Thanks to its non-porous design,

wharf seamless twenty is also one of

the most hygienic surfaces available

on the market, as clean and dry 

surfaces are proven to prevent 

bacteria from developing. So even 

in the wettest, steamiest rooms, you

can be confident your surfaces will 

deliver the safety you demand.

wharf 
seamless twenty

bathroom surfaces

Seamless Joints

Upstands & Splashbacks

Curved Edges

Bathroom Surfaces & Bowls
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Splash out 
in style.
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While wharf seamless
twenty surfaces are
most commonly found
in the heart of the
home, you’ll find them
equally suited to the
wettest of bathrooms.

Fully waterproof, 
exceptionally hygienic
and easy to wipe clean, 
the benefits speak for
themselves. 

Visit wharftwenty.co.uk/bathroom
to find your nearest wharf seamless
twenty bathroom designer.
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Below are just some of the 

beautifully practical features you 

can have incorporated into your wharf

seamless twenty bathroom surfaces.

1. Bathroom bowls
Designed to seamlessly fit into your

wharf seamless twenty surfaces, 

water is prevented from getting into

any unwanted areas. Essential in a 

room that gets a daily soaking!

2. Upstands and splashbacks
These are a modern alternative to
tiles. They are completely hygienic 
and easy to keep clean. All upstands
and splashbacks colour match 
every wharf seamless twenty surface. 

3. Bathroom surfaces
These wharf seamless twenty 
bathroom surfaces are fully 
waterproof, exceptionally 
hygienic and easy to wipe clean.
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100% waterproof, 
100% of the time.

Accidents happen.
Drinks get spilled, 
dishwashers 
misbehave, bath 
time fun gets a 
little out of hand. 
It’s why every wharf seamless twenty 

surface is solid through and through

to ensure your kitchen or bathroom 

is completely waterproof and easy 

to keep dry.

Thanks to its non-porous design,

wharf seamless twenty is also one of

the most hygienic surfaces available

on the market, as clean and dry 

surfaces are proven to prevent 

bacteria from developing. So even 

in the wettest, steamiest rooms, you

can be confident your surfaces will 

deliver the safety you demand.



Consistently 
brilliant colour.

The impactful 
appearance of a wharf
seamless twenty 
surface is never 
simply skin deep.
That’s because the colourful stone,

marble and granite effects run 

consistently throughout its entire

20mm thickness.

Ahead of the curve
Wharf seamless twenty can be easily

curved without any loss of colour or

the need for unsightly joints. It can 

follow the contours of your cabinet 

design, or give you a great looking and

safe curved corner on your island unit.

Get into the groove
Hygienic drainer grooves can be easily

installed into your wharf seamless

twenty surfaces without any loss of

colour or durability. They’ll also protect

your cabinets from drips, keeping your

kitchen looking fresher for longer.
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Designed for 
everyday life.

Whether creating a chocolaty mess with the
kids or carefully preparing dinner, it’s always
been our view that wharf seamless twenty
surfaces are there to be used day in, day out. 
It’s why they’ve been designed to be easy to clean and completely 

waterproof, so harmful germs are prevented from being retained on

the surface. Furthermore, thanks to their seamless design there are 

no unsightly joints for bacteria to develop.
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Seamless charging
technology.

No wires, 
no sockets, no hassle.
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Remarkable style
simply inconspicuous. 
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The seamless joints on
every wharf seamless
twentysurface create 
a naturally flowing 
appearance that’s 
not only super stylish,
but also completely 
waterproof, easy 
to clean and 
exceptionally hygienic.
Better still, wharf seamless twenty 

pure acrylic sinks and bowls can 

be seamlessly integrated into the 

super-hygienic surface to further 

enhance the look of your kitchen 

or bathroom.

The clever way to charge smart devices.
In a world where connectivity is increasingly essential, keeping your

smart devices fully charged is a must. It’s possible thanks to the 

Seamless Charging Technology hidden inside our wharf seamless 

twenty worktops. Safe, easy to use and super energy efficient, simply

place your device on the worktop’s dedicated charge point to give your

battery a boost.

Seamless charging is possible thanks to a SupaPowa® transmitter with

Qi® technology hidden beneath the worktop. However, to make the 

invisible charge point easier to see we can inlay a contrasting disc of

material into the worktop. The choice, as ever, is entirely yours. 

Wharf seamless twenty seamless charging technology is currently
compatible with over 40 smart devices, including the iPhone 8, 
Samsung Galaxy S9 and Google Pixel 3. 

Other smartphones can also be charged when fitted with a 
compatible phone case. 



Beautifully simple 
for you to buy. 
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Placing your wharf seamless twenty
order couldn’t be easier.
We understand that any disruption to your home can be a little 

daunting. It’s why we’ve made it our mission to make ordering 

and installing your work surfaces as simple as possible. No fuss, 

just a few simple steps, which you’ll find on the opposite page.

Perfect choices.
We believe the way a work surface feels is just as important as the 

way it looks. That’s why we work closely with kitchen and bathroom

designers across the UK to ensure wharf seamless twenty work 

surfaces are available on display to view in person. 

Just head to wharftwenty.co.uk to find your nearest designer.

Ensuring everything 
runs like clockwork.

Step 1
Visit a wharf seamless twenty

designer and choose a décor 

that complements your kitchen 

  or bathroom furniture design. Step 2
We’ll arrange a convenient time 

to visit your home so we can take 

precise measurements of your

kitchen or bathroom using 

the latest digital technology. 

Alternatively, we can accept

approved measurements 

from your own installer.

Step 5
We’ll arrive at your home and 

install your wharf seamless twenty

surfaces on the agreed date, 

leaving your kitchen or bathroom

flawlessly clean and looking and 

feeling like a completely new space.

If you’d rather have your own fitter

install your wharf seamless 

twenty worktops, just let us know 

and we’ll make it happen.

*Gas or electrical connections are usually 
arranged through your kitchen designer. 

Call us if you need any advice to 
find a suitable contractor. 

Step 3
A drawing based on these 

measurements will then be sent 

to your wharf seamless twenty

kitchen or bathroom designer 

for your approval.

Step 4*
Once approved, we’ll 

manufacture your worktops 

within 12 working days and 

arrange a precise time and date 

for delivery and installation.
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The final word in 
customer satisfaction.
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Effortless from start 
to finish – the wharf
team were efficient
and professional from
template to install.
It arrived with the sink already 

installed and I was impressed by 

the joining process, which really 

does make it seamless. I have a 

worktop that complements my

kitchen beautifully and is easy to

keep clean, particularly important 

as I have two students in residence. 

Mrs Rowling, Chichester

‘ ‘

Pride of place today,
peace of mind tomorrow.
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‘ ‘

I wanted say 
thank you for the 
installation of my 
gorgeous worktops.
I was particularly impressed with 

my white sink and the way it has 

no visible join into the white 

worktop. The upstands replaced

some rather worn-out tiles and 

have refreshed the look completely.

Very happy indeed. 

Mrs Browning, West Sussex 

‘ ‘
‘ ‘

All wharf seamless
twenty products 
come with a ten-year
warranty* giving 
you complete 
peace of mind.
Offering exceptional toughness and 

resilience, you can be confident the 

surfaces will maintain their signature

style for years to come. Rest assured

though, in the unlikely event your 

surface becomes damaged help is at

hand, as wharf seamless twenty can 

be rejuvenated at any time with the 

help of the wharf installation team.

* For full warranty details, please visit 
wharftwenty.co.uk
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Waterproof, hygienic 
and easy to clean, wharf 

seamless twenty sinks and
bowls provide the 

perfect finishing touch for 
your kitchen or bathroom.
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White ApolloEros

Venus JunoHermes

Aries CronosHypnos

Fortuna

Vulcan

Andromeda Perseus

Zeus
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Venus – Full Sheet

Hermes – Full Sheet

Unlike all the other wharf seamless twenty décors, 

you need a larger image to see the beauty of the marble 

effects of Venus and Hermes. 

These 1:6 images of Venus and Hermes also show how 

these marble effects look when seamlessly jointed. 

The complete
picture.

Every décor in the wharf seamless twenty worktop range has been designed to effortlessly complement the colour scheme of 

your kitchen or bathroom. Choose from 14 distinctive options, everything from natural plain colours and classic marble-effect to 

the impactful dark finishes of Zeus and Vulcan. Décor image scale is 1:2.

Take your pick. wharf seamless twenty décor options



While every effort has been made to accurately represent the wharf seamless twenty worktop colours and textures 
in this brochure, we’re unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of the brochure printing process. 

We reserve the right to amend specifications of products without notice. All dimensions are nominal.

wharftwenty.co.uk


